Abstract-Many types of objective functions have been proposed for knowledge reduction in rough set theory. These functions satisfy different reduction standard for preserving a certain discernible ability of decision systems. In this paper, different types of objective functions are studied, and the relation among them are analyzed and proved. Then the reduction of preserving corresponding discernible ability can be achieved based on these objective functions conveniently.
I. INTRODUCTION
OUGH set theory is a kind of new data analysis method to deal with vagueness and uncertainty [1] . In recent years, it has been rapidly developed in the field of intelligent information processing [2] . Attribute reduction is capable of cutting down the whole account of attribute, and remains changeless classification capability of system information. So as a foundational and key issue of knowledge acquiring in theoretical study of rough set [3] , [4] , attribute reduction has aroused wide concern of the researchers in rough set.
Since the birth of rough set theory, many types of objective functions have been proposed for knowledge reduction in rough set [5] - [7] . These functions satisfy different reduction standard for preserving a certain discernible ability of decision systems. In this paper, different types of objective functions are studied, and the relation among these functions are analyzed and proved. Then the reduction of preserving a certain discernible ability can be achieved based on these objective functions conveniently.
II. BASIC NOTIONS
An decision information system (also be called decision system, decision table, or information system) is denoted by is the union of attribute domains, a V is the value set of a , :
is an information function such that ( , ) 
Then U can be partitioned into a collection of conditional equivalence classes 
IND R are denoted as ( )
R X and ( ) R X respectively, and defined as:
R X is the greatest definable set contained in X according to the knowledge R , ( ) R X is the least definable set containing X by means of the knowledge R . 
III. DIFFERENT REDUCTION OBJECTIVE
In rough set theory, the notion of attribute reduction is one of the most important notions. In this section, many types of objective functions are presented and analyzed. These functions satisfy different reduction standard for preserving a certain discernible ability of decision systems.
is a absolute attribute reduction if and only if R satisfies:
(1)
. Obviously, the reduction objective of absolute attribute reduction is keeping the condition classes unchanged.
Definition 5 Given a decision system
is a relative positive region reduction if and only if R satisfies: In fact, the reduction objective of the relative positive region reduction is keeping positive region unchanged.
Definition 6 Given a decision system
is a approximate quality reduction if and only if R satisfies:
(1) ( )
is called the approximate quality of attribute set D with respect to attribute set R , and denoted as
For a consistent decision system, its approximate quality is equal to 1. The reduction objective of approximate quality reduction is keeping approximate quality of decision system unchanged.
Definition 7 Given a decision system
is a condition entropy reduction if and only if R satisfies:
(1) (
The reduction objective of condition entropy reduction is keeping condition entropy unchanged. Definition 8 Given a decision system
is a distribution reduction if and only if R satisfies:
is called the distribution function of x with respect to attribute set R , and denoted as
The reduction objective of distribution reduction is keeping the distribution function of each object unchanged. Definition 9 Given a decision system
is a maximal condition membership reduction if and only if R satisfies:
. The reduction objective of maximal condition membership reduction is keeping maximal condition membership of each object unchanged.
Definition 10 Given a decision system
is a decision domain reduction if and only if R satisfies:
. The reduction objective of decision domain reduction is keeping decision domain of each object unchanged.
Definition 11 Given a decision system
is a decision lower approximation reduction if and only if R satisfies: (1)
The reduction objective of decision lower approximation reduction is keeping the lower approximation reduction of each decision equivalence class unchanged.
Definition 12 Given a decision system
is a decision upper approximation reduction if and only if R satisfies: (1)
The reduction objective of decision upper approximation reduction is keeping the upper approximation reduction of each decision equivalence class unchanged.
Definition 13 Given a decision system
is a lower approximation distribution reduction if and only if R satisfies: (1)
is the lower approximate distribution function of decision system, and be denoted as
The reduction objective of upper approximation distribution reduction is keeping the lower approximation distribution function of each decision class with respect to each condition class unchanged. Definition 14 Given a decision system
is a upper approximation distribution reduction if and only if R satisfies: (1)
is the upper approximate distribution function of decision system, and be denoted as
The reduction objective of upper approximation distribution reduction is keeping the upper approximation distribution function of each decision class with respect to each condition class unchanged.
IV. THE SIMPLIFIED DECISION SYSTEM
In the section above, many types of objective functions have been presented and analyzed in detail. These functions satisfy different reduction standard for preserving a certain discernible ability of decision systems. In this section, we focus on the relation among these functions, then the reduction of preserving a certain discernible ability can be achieved based on these objective functions conveniently. Proposition 1. . Therefore, the proposition "
We assume
such that these two condition equivalence classes are merged and
,so the following holds:
< , we can get the conclusion
, then there maybe two circumstances: (1) no condition equivalence classes are merged; (2) there exists condition equivalence classes being merged to a block, but the distribution function of these merged classes keep unchanged. For circumstance 1, we know the condition information entropy keep unchanged according the definition of condition information entropy; for circumstance 2, any condition equivalence classes with the same condition distribution function would keep unchanged when they are merged. So the proposition " ( )
H D C " holds. We assume that there exists the object x , whose condition distribution function changed, i.e. (
. This implies that some condition equivalence classes are merged when the attribute C R − are deleted, and there exists the merged classes whose condition distribution function are different, then the condition information entropy is sure to be changed, i.e. (
Proof. We assume that there exists an object x U ∈ such that ( )
holds, this is a contradiction to the premise
i.e. the lower approximate distribution keeps unchanged. On the contrary, if the lower approximate distribution keeps unchanged, i.e.
On the contrary, if 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Attribute reduction is one of the most important research point in rough set theory. Many types of objective functions have been proposed for knowledge reduction in rough set. These functions satisfy different reduction standard for preserving a certain discernible ability of decision systems. In this paper, different types of objective functions are studied, and the relation among these functions are analyzed and proved. Then the reduction of preserving a certain discernible ability can be achieved based on these objective functions conveniently.
